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Recently a method was proposed by which one can obtain rank 1 (for uncoupled 

channels) and rank 2 (for coupled channels), energy dependent /-matrix represen

tations which are exact on- and half off of the energy shell. Fully off shell, this 

representation, though accurate at. low energies, is flawed. For uncoupled channels, 

if the phase shift passes through zero, the representation has a pathology. Here we 

investigate two methods which overcome this: one due to Haberzettl which we extend 

to coupled channels, and the second which is based upon selective combination of 

the elements of Sturmian expansions. 

We also investigate and compare all (t liree) methods of separation over a range of 

(lab.) energies up to 250 MeV for the '.S'0 and 3.S'i channels with the Paris interaction. 

We pay special attention to the convergence of the higher order Haberzettl expansion 

and to the comparison of the extended methods for energies around the zero phase 

shift pathology for the ' .V() channel. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The two nucleoli (NN) interaction, its associated /-matrix, and the nuclear 

medium G matrices that can be derived from it, are all non-local. That is not a new 

idea as reference to such attributes was made in one of the earliest major textsfl]. 

But in all studies, with the exception of one class, exact non-locality is rarely con

sidered. Usually, local equivalent interaction forms are used instead; albeit that in 

the free two nucleon systems, residual aspects of non-locality are existent viz. by the 

spin-orbit force and with the interaction strengths of components being energy (ve

locity) dependent. For two nucleons interacting within a nuclear medium, additional 

(non-local) factors must be considered. The Pauli principle must be satisfied whence 

Pauli blocking of some pair nucleon states and distinctive exchange amplitudes from 

proper antisymmetrisacion of the complete many nucleon system need to be taken 

into account when defining two nucleon G-matrices. 

The exceptional class of studies are those in which separable forms of the NN 

interaction, t-matrices or G-matrices are used. Those forms are completely non-local. 

One of the earliest proposed separable NN interactions was that of Yamaguchi[2] 

who analysed with it, the available n-p scattering phase shifts and the cross-sections 

from photodisintegration of the deuteron. Puff[3] modified that separable Yamaguchi 

interaction, incorporating a hard core attribute, to study the binding energy per 

particle in infinite nuclear matter. Soon thereafter[4], and relatively recently[5], those 

separable interactions were used to solve the BCS equations for the energy gap of 

nuclear matter systems. The BCS equation is a non-linear integral equation whore 

solution is facilitated if the NN interaction (or more pertinently the NN G-matrix) 

is separable. The solution is then that of a system of non-linear transcendental 

equations. That is an example of the utility of a separable representation of the 

NN interaction, /-matrix and G-matrix. Likewise, a separable form of the G-matrix 



iii momentum space was convenient to use in recent solutions of the Schrodinger 

equations for proton (elastic) scattering from nuclei and in which microscopic model 

optical potent ials(f>, 7] were used. Thereby off-energy-shell dynamics and attributes 

of the NN G-matrix could be used directly without approximation. 

However, it is in studies of few nucleon systems that separable representations 

of NN scattering operators have been most useful.[f] It has been known for many 

years, that separable representations of the two nucleon t-matrix facilitate convenient 

and quite accurate solutions of the Faddeev equations for bound and scattering three 

nucleon problems[10-12]. That spurred studies to find separable representations of 

most sophisticated, particle exchange model, NN interactions (amongst which those 

of the Paris[13] and Bonn[l4] groups are noteworthy). One reason for such devel

opments was that phenomenological interactions of the past, while parametrised to 

give correct on-shell NN ^-matrices (and so agree with measured NN data) were 

arbitrary with regard to off-energy-shell properties of the r-matrix; properties which 

are directly involved in three body problem calculations. Long has it been hoped 

that such dependences, along with determination of realistic three body forces, would 

permit the use of data from three nucleon systems to discriminate between the diverse 

postulates of the basic NN interaction. Indeed such was the case when the EST sep

arable expansion procedure[15] was used[16] to define the PEST (for the Paris force) 

and BEST (for the Bonn force) separable interactions[17,18] at a low rank (usually 

< 6). But there are many techniqr.es one can now apply to obtain useful separable 

representations (of /-matrices for example) and an excellent review of them is to be 

found in a new text[19]. 

Herein we are concerned with two specific methods of defining very low rank (< 4) 

separable expansions of a realistic NN interaction and its associated i-matrix, and 

with the link between those methods. The first, a VV-matrix expansion, is based 
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upon the formalism of Bartnik, HaberzettI and Sandhas[20]. In that formalism, the 

Lippniann-Schwinger {LS) equation is so modified that solutions can be found for 

both bound and continuum cases in terms of solutions (the W-matrices) of non-

singular, real but inhomogeneous integral equations. The relevant /-matrix (in each 

angular momentum channel) is then a rank 1 (uncoupled) or rank 2 (coupled) sep

arable product of (half-off-shell) W-matrices plus a remainder matrix[20-22]. All 

remainder matrices are real and exactly zero half off of the energy shell. For low 

energies (< 100 MeV in the centre of mass), the separable representations of the 

/-matrices obtained by ignoring the remainders is reasonable[22]. Better represen

tations, however, can be obtained by using higher order W-matrix expansions[23] 

in which the remainder matrices are Heratively expanded. We demonstrate herein 

that such is the case. It was also suggested[23] that higher order expansions would 

alleviate the singularity effect that occurs when the uncoupled on-shell f-matrix is 

zero (phase shift is zero). That suggestion is considered herein, along with rank N 

W-matrix expansions which can be made for coupled two nucleon channe's as well. 

For each of those channels, a pathology occurs when the determinant of the coupled 

matrix on shell is zero. 

The second method of interest, the Sturmian splitting method (referred to here

after as the SSM[24]), is based upon use of a expansion scheme involving Sturmians[25, 

26]. In this scheme, Sturmian expansions of sufficiently high order (as to reproduce 

the full /-matrices as accurately as one requires) are taken. Then, by simply group

ing contributions to each separable representation into a set having attractive and a 

set having repulsive character, it is possible to avoid any pathology so defined above. 

Thus, we divide the on-shell real A'-matrices (related to the /-matrices via the Heitler 

equation) into a positive and a negative term. Avoidance of this pathology is due to 

the fact that though the denominator (on shell A'-matrix) in the separable represen-
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laliun may itself be zero, it is a sum with components which, by definition, must be 

11011 zero. The result is a rank 2 W-like separable interaction for uncoupled channels 

(rank 4 for coupled channels). As in the original method[20, 22, 23], this remains 

exact on and half off of the energy shell while also representing the imaginary compo

nent of the full /-matrices precisely. As we shall show, this scheme can provide good 

descriptions of the fully off-shell properties as well. 

In the next section we give a brief summary of the W-matrix method[20,22], and 

then present its extension to higher rank in a coupled channel formalism with the 

scheme as presented by Haberzettl[23] for the uncoupled case. Then, in section 3, 

after a brief description of Sturmian expansions of NN t- and A'-matrices, we present 

the SSM by which low rank separable M^-like representations of those ^-matrices can 

be obtained. Our results are presented and discussed in Section 4 with emphasis 

placed upon comparing the results of (low rank) Haberzettl calculations with those 

of the SSM at energies near to zero phase (determinant) pathologies. 

II. COUPLED CHANNELS, RANK N, W-MATRIX THEORY 

W-matrix theory is an interesting approach to specifying a separable expansion 

of two nucleon r-matrices (in each NN channel) in that it gives an energy dependent 

representation that is exact both on- and half off of the energy shell. The basic theory 

is that of Bartnik. Haberzettl and Sandhas[20|. It is similar to a proposition[27] given 

several years ago, but differs from that scheme by being continuous across positive and 

negative energies. It has also been extended to describe coupled NN channels[22], 

in which cases, the separable forms have rank 2. They remain exact on- and half off 

shell. 

Our interest is to find how good an approximation these separable representations 

are fully off of the energy shell. Then, there is a non-zero remainder which in all 
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channels is explicitly real and which can be determined, also explicitly, from W-

inatrix equation solutions. For negative energies, the value of the approximation 

lies in the use made of it for the ^-matrices required in evaluation of the triton 

binding energy. In this circumstance, the " on-shell momentum", k, can be treated 

as a variational parameter. By so doing, a number of studies[28,29] with uncoupled 

potentials, and one now with coupled interactions[30], have found excellent agreement 

between exact three body binding energy calculations and those made using optimal 

VT matrix separable representations. The optimal choice being with that value of k 

for which the remainders to the original rank 1 (rank 2) W-matrices are minimal. 

At low positive energies, the approximation to the fully off-shell t-matrices is 

quite good[22]. Whence the method gives separable interactions appropriate for n-d 

scattering[28] and breakup[31] calculations. However the approximation deteriorates 

with increasing energy[22] and the method is pathological whenever the associated 

(on-shell) scattering phase shift in an uncoupled channel vanishes. For coupled chan

nels, a pathology occurs whenever the determinant of the on-shell W-matrix is zero; 

a condition for which the physical observables satisfy 

#««2/o?i t""2(£/-M + h-i) - tan2{6J+i - h-x) ( o u 

tan(2i) = ———JTJ j r (2.1) 

where the label J refers to the total angular momentum, t is the mixing coefficient 

and the Stapp representation is assumed. 

But recently. Haberzettl[23] has shown how the remainder matrices in the lowest 

rank IV-matrix approach can in turn be expressed by successive separable expansions. 

Thereby one can define a rank N W-matrix theory. He also proposed that expansion 

to higher rank will "cure" the pathologies. How high a rank one must use in that 

prescription is then critical for the utility of the W-matrix method. Herein we extend 

the Haberzettl development to coupled channels. We begin with a brief review of the 
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basic rank 1 (rank 2 for couplet! channels) IV-matrix theory[20, 22], not only to 

define the relevant quantities but also because we have found it convenient to vary 

the definition of the basic IV-matrix. 

Two nucleon ^-matrices are solutions of coupled channel Lippmann-Schwinger 

equations viz. for each J ST quantum number set 

tLv(p',p;E) = V u . ( p ' , P ) + 5 : r - / \ w , , ) M , , p ; £ ) - (2.2) 

For positive energies, the way the singularity in Eq. ( 2.2) is handled deter

mines the boundary conditions of the solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation 

in coordinate space. If one performs a complex-plane contour deformation, then Eq. 

( 2.2) yields the standard outgoing transition matrix (the t-matrix) If the singularity 

is passed from below (or equivalently if the pole is slightly moved in the upper half 

plane by the substitution E —* E + it). If the principal value of the singular integral 

is considered, then the same equation yields the stationary reactance matrix (the 

A'-matrix). 

It is also possible to offset that singularity by defining a suitably modified inho-

mogeneous integral equation which is non singular. This equation defines the real, 

non singular W-matrix solution whose form for each NN channel (JST) is 

wuAp\r\E) = vLL,(p',p) 

+Ef?rT?<W«' - V u <' / ' t ) J w '^ ' ' r ' £ ) ( 2 3 ) 

y./o (E-q2) 
differing from the previous specification[20,22] wherein momentum scaled forms of 

the interaction were used. Here, k(= \fE) is the on-shell momentum for positive 

energies (assuming ^? = 1) and, as noted previously, for negative energies k can be 

taken as a variational parameter against which W-matrix equations can be solved to 

minimise the remainder terms to a separable expansion of the ^-matrices. 
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For uncoupled channels (L = L') these arc scalar equations whilst for coupled 

channels all entities are components of 2x2 matrices. Whichever, straightforward 

numerical solutions are feasible for the W-matrix equations because the potential 

terms regularize the pole in the propagator. 

Half off the energy shell, the solutions of Eqs. ( 2.2) and ( 2.3) are related by 

tLL.(p\ k; E) = Y, Wu(p', k; E) {^(E)}^, (2.4) 

where 

FW(E) = SLL. - r -£?3-WLL.(qj k; E) (2.5) 
Jo (t — q*) 

and wherein the brackets {} and the bolds serve to remind one that, for coupled 

channels, the inverses are of 2 x 2 matrices. 

Since in Eq.( 2.4) <it»(p', k; E) represents the standard /-matrix, the singular 

integral in Eq. ( 2.5) has to be handled by the corresponding contour deformation 

method. In such a case, the matrix ?u'[E) is the Jost matrix of the associated two-

body problem. If in eq. ( 2.4) we consider the reactance matrix KLL'(P', k; E), then 

the principal value of the singular integral has to be considered in Eq. ( 2.5), and the 

matrix Fu>(E) will represent only the real part of the associated Jost matrix, namely 

I<Lf(P,k;E) = YlWu(P'kE)Re({F~1(E)}tL.)- ( 2 - 6 ) 

Fully off the energy shell, the /-matrices may be represented in terms of these 

W-matrix solutions by 

tLL>(p',p; E) = ts

LL,(p',P; E) + Xft.iP'iF, E) (2-7) 

where the first term has the separable form 

tlv(p'^E) = Y,wu(p',^E)All,(E)YyLU.(p,k-El (2.8) 
w 
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with 

A „ ( £ ) = £ { W - " < * . t : E)} {F-»(E)} , (2.9) 
i" 

while the second term is the nonseparable remainder defined by 

*ffi-(p'.P; E) = ^ t . ( p ' t P ; E) - Y, "'u(p, *; £ ) {W-^fc , *; /?)} WW(*,/'; £ ) . 
w 

(2.10) 

This real remainder matrix vanishes identically if either p or p' equals the on-shell 

momentum value (k) whence half off shell we have an exact separable representation 

of the f-matrices, t s , given by Eqs. ( 2.8) and ( 2.9). Note that equation ( 2.8) 

yields equivalently the separable representation of either the standard {-matrix or 

the A'-matrix, according that we interpret Fw(E) in Eq. ( 2.9) as the complete Jost 

matrix or just its real part. 

It is also worth noting that, though Eq.( 2.8) appears to be rank 4, it can be 

simplified into rank 2 via diagonalisation of A. redefining it in Eq.( 2.9) as 

ALL'(E) = Y,b^)X(E)bL>l(E), (2.11) 

so tbit 

tlL.(j/,r,E) = Yiu(p'.k:E)ME)iL>i(p,k;L), (2.12) 

where, with A/(£) a diagonal 2x2 matrix. 

iw(p', k;E) = Y. Wu{p. k; E)biu(E). (2.13) 
i 

If one retains only the first term on the right of Eq. ( 2.7) and neglects the 

remainder XLL,, a separable representation of rank one for uncoupled channels and of 

rank two for the coupled channels is obtained, both having the nice feature of being 

exact on- and half-off the energy shell. Fully off-shell the real quantity Xty is in fact 

the corresponding absolute error. 
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In the following we will make use of the interesting property that the remainder 

Xj j,(p',p; E) may be expressed in the same form ( 2.10) whether in terms of the 

W, t, and A' solutions. Therefore besides Eq. ( 2.10), we can also write two other 

relations for the same XLl> , namely 

X%.(P,F, E) = tLL.(P'lP, E) - £ tulp, k; E) {t~l(k, k; E)}w t,.L.(k,Pl E), 
w 

(2.14) 

xl&tf,F,E) = A ' L H ^ P ; £ ) - E A W , * ; £ ) { K _ 1 ( M ; £ ) } KeL\k,P-E). 
w 

(2.15) 

Eq. ( 2.14) can be easily obtained by noting that XLl> = i-it' — ̂ il'-, and by using 

Eq. ( 2.4) in Eq. ( 2.8). One can verify the equivalence between Eqs. ( 2.14) and 

( 2.15) by the use of the Heitler relation 

tu-(p\P;E) = KLL.(p',p;E) - ik^Y.Ku(p,k;E)tlL>(k,p;E). (2.16) 

Starting from the separable representation of the i-matrix, ts, one may also deter

mine the corresponding potential that has ts as an exact solution of the Lippmann-

Schwinger equation. The resulting potential has a separable (rank 2 in the coupled-

channel case) and energy dependent form. It has the form 

V ' L W , P ; £ ) = Y,Wu(p',k:E)Au.(E)WL.l.{p,k;E), (2.17) 
w 

where 

{A-'(E)}/;, = {A-V)},„ 

+ £ r jP^liW"<^ *' E)W,v{q, k- E). (2.18) 
Y-fo (£~<r) 

Half off the energy shell the separable expansion of the /-matrix is exact and 

reduces to Eq. ( 2.4). Fully off of the energy shell, however, it is an approximation that 
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varies in quality with energy. Indeed, in proximity of any energy where th*» eaantity 

H'i.i(A-, k; E) (or equi\alently hii.t(k,k; E)) ha* a zero, the separable representation 

acquires a pathology. For uncoupled channels, this simply coincides with the energy 

at which the phase shift in the relevant NN channel is zero. In coupled channels, 

such a pathology- occurs when the determinant of Wu,*(k, k; E) {Kit'(k, k; E)) passes 

through zero, and Eq. ( 2.1) specifies the appropriate circumstance in terms of the 

phase shifts. 

For uncoupled channels, Ha.berzettl[23] has extended the W-matnx method to 

higher rank. Starting with the basic W-matrix method, he succeeded in expanding 

the remainder matrix as a separable term plus a new remainder. The components 

of that separable term can be defined by a recursion formula on the original W-

matrices and the process is iterative. Most important, as stressed by Haberzettl[23], 

the expansion method conserves the reality of the successive remainder matrices and 

ensures that they all vanish identically half off of the energy shell on an order by 

order basis. Furthermore, the representation allows avoi >ance of a pathology (at one 

order below) since[23] " 'the potentially dangerous denominator' has been modified". 

The procedure, in coupled channels form, is to define the (now rank 2) potentials. 

\Y matrices and separable representations of the potential and /-matrices as the 

wroth order quantities VJ$.(j/,p). lVffi(//,p: E), V^tf,* E) and iSfi)(jt,r, E) re

spectively. Once the quantity, VL[. (jf,p;E) is determined via Eq.( 2.17), the first 

order potential is defined to be the difference between the original input interaction, 

\'i j,(p',p), and the zeroth order separable interaction 

*ffi(p\ Pi E) = Vffi(p'. P) - V $ V , p; E). (2.19) 

When this first order potential is iiacd as input to the original W-matrix equation 

Kq.( 2.3), first, order W-matrices result as the solutions of 



— ' 1 ~s . , * . . . -

+ E j f l^f^j { ViV, * £) - vS\jft k; E)} Wg>(,,,,; E). 
(2.20) 

Their use in Eq.( 2.5) gives first order Jost functions FLl\E), in terms of which the 

^-matrices are specified. 

The procedure generalises to any rank (i) with separation achieved if wc can 

specify X' 1 ' in terms of X^'-1K We have found that by extending Haberzettl's pre

scription^] to coupled channels, 

X{°l,(p',p;E) =ts

I}l)(P',p;E) + X[ll,(p\p;E) (2.21) 

where tsW is of separable form. Thus we define it as 

tl(l\p\P;E)=J2 &8V. k; E)rg\E)DWP(p, k; E), (2.22) 
w 

where 

D(l)v(p,k-E) 

= E K ° V . k; E) (WW-U k; E)\L, - Wff(p', k- E) {W^~\k, k; E)}J 

(2.23) 

and 

rffl = E \Su ~ K*" 1 ^)} J <>(*, k; E) {^^l(E)}pv (2.24) 

where 

,/<•>,(£) = hv - E W£\k,k-,E){FM-\E)}iFrr(l)(E){wl"-'(k,k;E)}iiii). 

(2.25) 
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With the prescriptions of Eqs. ( 2.23) and ( 2.24), we have not reinserted a 

pathological condition with the inverse of the zeroth order on-shell W-matrix, as the 

contribution then is offset by a term in the lower rank contribution to the ^-matrix. 

But there is now the possibility of a pathology if the first order on-shell W-matrix 

passes through zero. 

In the sum then, the rank N (2N for coupled channels) separable expansions of 

the ^-matrices are given by 

tLL.{p\ p;E) = Y, < V , k; E)A$}(E)W}%(p, k; E) 
w 

+ E E 0&V. *; E)TI;)(E)D^,(P, k- E) 
i=l W 

+ X{

L

N

L}(p',p;E), (2.26) 

where again, the summations can be simplified if we diagonalise A and r. 

Clearly all first order quantities are now of rank 2 for uncoupled and rank 4 for 

coupled channels and they are defined once the zeroth order matrices are known. 

The rank N separable ^-matrix is then such that the real rank N remainder is 

4 " V , Pi E) = tLL>(p', P; E) - ffiHp', p; E), (2.27) 

arid it is convenient to specify a correction factor by 

CLL,(p,P,E)= , ^ , ( p , p ; £ ) ( . (2-28) 

III. STURMIAN SPLITTING IN THE W-MATRIX EXPANSION. 

Sturmians, or equivalently Weinberg states[34], are solutions of a Schrodinger like 

equation in which the energy is a continuous parameter in the range —oo to +oo, and 

the role of spectral variable is assumed by the strength of the potential. For the NN 

system, the Sturmians of interest are solutions for each J ST channel of 
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71?—« £ r vulM)*'*l« Etfdi = v.(E)*Ur, E). (3-1) 
( £ - P 2 ) i 'o 

In coordinate space these functions have bound-state like boundary condition for E < 

0, while for positive energies these functions are unnormalizable scattering states. For 

scattering energies, Sturmians usually (but not necessarily) have outgoing boundary 

conditions. If this is the case, in momentum space the singularity in 4>L,S(P, E) (see 

Eq. ( 3.1)) has to be eventually integrated over with the E -f it prescription. 

With the label s denoting a specific element of the Sturmian expansion, these 

states form an orthogonal set in the sense that 
roo too 

£ / q2dq / q'2dq'<f>Uq;E)VLL.(q,q')<t>L.A<l';E) = -*I.(E)6* , (3.2) 
U>Jo J o 

where the above equations specify also the normalization that is assumed throughout 

the paper. 

A particularly important result from the Sturmian expansion theory is that, start

ing from the states 4>L,S(PI E), we can define a set of functions 

XUP'\ £ ) = £ /°° i2dqVu(P', q)Mq\ E), (3.3) 

which allow the following energy dependent expansion of the interaction 

VLL'(P',P) = - £ XLAP'; E)-±=rXL'Ap; E). (3.4) 
5=1 Vs(^) 

Solutions of Eq. (3.1) for positive energy are complicated by virtue of the singu

larity in the propagator and it is convenient to transform Eq. (3.1) into a generalised 

eigenvalue problem[33]. By using a damping term to Eq. ( 3.1) so that we have 

£ r q2dqUU(p, q)4>UV E) = V,(E) £ H q2dqVLI(p, q)4>lM E), (3.5) 
! JO i JO 

where 

ULL>(P,P';E) = £ r . F f d q

 nVu(p,q)VuAq,p% (3.6) 
i Jo \E + if -q') 
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the singularity problem can be overcome before the Sturmian states are found. 

It may also be convenient to use Eq. ( 3.5) to calculate Sturmians if one wants 

boundary conditions that differ from the usual outgoing type. Indeed we have ob

tained stationary type Sturmians by retaining only the principal value integral in the 

expression Eq. ( 3.6). With normalization as given by Eq. ( 3.2), these principal 

value Sturmians[35] are then real and relevant to the specification of the A'-matrices 

that we use in the Heitler equation, Eq. ( 2.16), to give the complete set off-matrices. 

To distinguish the stationary Sturmians from the outgoing ones, we specify them 

w th a superscript (P). Then the A'-matrices are 

»=i UJ (£)(! - v \E))> 

effecting a separable expansion in momentum space. 

In practise no more than 20 uncoupled and 40 coupled eigenvalues have to be 

considered in order to obtain the expansion of the A'-matrices as specified by Eq. 

( 3.7). 

It is now possible to group these Sturmian expansions in such a way that the 

representation, which remains exact half off the energy shell, avoids the fully-off-

shell singular behavior of the original W-matrix method arising under the condition 

of Eq. ( 2.1), (or equivalently the 6 = 0° condition in the uncoupled channels). That 

singularity condition, Eq. ( 2.1), corresponds to a zero of the determinant of the on 

shell A'-matrix I\LL'(k, k; E) and, by virtue of Eq. ( 2.15), the generalised remainder 

acquires an off-shell pathology. To avoid this, we start with the representation given 

by Eq. ( 3.7) and split the exact A'-matrix as 

KUAP', P; E) = I<£L,(p',p; E) + K-LV{p\p; E). (3.8) 

The matrix A' + is defined as 
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J ^ —-«»-, 

I<lv{P,P) = - £ *£V;E) { l } xK(P;*) (3-9) 

within the subspace 

* € {+} if [vlP)(E)(l - V

{P)(E)j\ > 0. (3.10) 

The matrix A ' - is then represented in a similar manner, containing the remaining 

Sturmians elements, 5 € { —} if WP^(E)(l — T}^(E))] < 0. These component K-

matrices, A' + and K~, are the exact reactance matrix solutions with the potentials 

V+ and V- = {V - V*), with 

V+L.(p\P-E) = - £ x[p}{p>;E)-^x[Pl(p;E), (3.11) 
,e{+) V (E) 

and the additivity of the two A-matrices is a special case of the Gell-Mann Goldberger 

two potential formula[33]. 

We may now apply the W-method separately to both the terms K+ and K~, 

thereby obtaining a separable representation for each term A ' 5 ^ + and K^~ and two 

associated remainders X^+ and X^~, where 

*ffiV, Pi E) = I<tL.(p\ p; E) - £ AW, ft; E) {K+"1 (ft, ft; £)} A^ft, p; £). 

(3.12) 

and similarly for A"'0'"" . 

Now det(K+) may be written as 

ae^iv ; - ^ Xoi X2) (P) (P) JP) (P) 

£ v-"" 1XQ( Xij XU Xoj J 
o 2 - (P) (P)n (P)\n C h 

_ £ V-"" 1AQ( \2] Xji Xoj J / , .«v 

where xL ( — xL 0%^)) ' s * n e on-shell form factor. Since both summation indices 

in Eq. ( 3.13) span the subspace { + }, and the stationary states in the numerator arc 
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all normalized as real functions, all the elements in the summation are positive. This 

is always true if the stationary Sturmian eigenvalues are all real. For positive energy 

however, complex conjugated pairs (CCP) may occur; bringing into question the use 

of the method. But we find that if such CCP's are coupled correctly, their summation 

in determining the reactance matrices may be always recast into a form which involves 

purely real quantities, since all the imaginary components cancel. Details on how to 

generalize the SSM in the presence of CCP's are discussed in Appendix A. 

Further since the elements (of K+) are all positive, the determinant is non null, 

unless all the elements of the summation are individually zero. The same reasoning 

applies with det(K~). If we assume at least three states in both subspaces (otherwise 

A' + , or K~, or both, are already of rank 2 or less and this SSM is inappropriate), a 

zero in the determinants occur only if the ratios 

j n 
ft = %>. ( 3 1 4 ) 

Xo, 

are independent with respect to i belonging to a specific subset ({+} or { —}). 

Although, in principle, we cannot exclude this extreme situation, realistic NN-

interactions have a local component and hence the number of Sturmians is infinite. 

Therefore, if we use a suitable large number of Sturmians as a basis set, the problem 

of the independence of Ri may be resolved. 

Thus, we may use the Sturmian splitting method to separate the A'-matrix into 

two pieces K+ and K~, both of which are amenable to a W-matrix representation. 

The ensuing ^-matrix is free of any pathology arising fully off shell when det(K) 

vanishes. Finally, the total A'-matrix can be approximated in a separable form K^s\ 

A'[5L'(P',P; E) = A'[i>+(p',P; E) + AH'" (p',p; E), (3.15) 

with a global error given by 
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*{£(;/, |»; E) = X\T(r'r- W + ^L'(P'^ E). (3.16) 

This representation, which is exact on and half ofT the energy shell, is specified 

when A'*5)* is obtained through the type of representation given by Eq. ( 2.12). But 

these must refer to potentials, V*, defined via Eq. ( 3.11). Each partial reactance 

matrix, A'*5'*, may also be recast in the form 

ff$'V,P;£) = '£K*(p',k;E){K±-l(k,k;E)} K±L.(k,p;E), (3.17) 
w 

which exhibits the regularity of the representation since K^L,, on shell, are always 

invertible even if their sum. K^v- is not. Finally, from the separable approximation 

for the A'-matrix, one can obtain (via the Heitler equation) a representation of same 

rank for the '-matrix. Also, because of the half-off-shell exactness of the approxi

mation, Eq. ( 3.16) also represents the error with this separable representation of the 

/-matrix. 

This Sturmian split representation has all the advantages of the original W-

matrix scheme. It gives an exact representation for both the K- and /-matrices half 

off of the energy shell, with the imaginary component of the /-matrix being exact 

also fully off shell. With respect to the original M'-matrix scheme, the Sturmian 

split W-matrix representation avoids pathologies that exist in the original W-matrix 

representation. Finally, the remainders, XL{, , separately can be expanded further 

in a higher rank expansion by following the Haberzettl method. 

IV. RESULTS 

To investigate the accuracy of the separable representations of /-matrices obtained 

using the method of Haberzettl, the SSM and the original W-matrix method, we have 

calculated the correction factors, for each. Those factors are displayed as contour 

plots, with the contour lines giving differences between exact and a given separable 

1!) 



n-sult of 5%. 10%. 15% and 25%. We use the Paris interaction! 13] in the Lippmann-

Schwingt r equations to generate the exact /-matrices for each method. 

The correction factors, C*,//, for the singlet lS0 channel at six energies ( Et„k = 

1, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 MeV) are displayed in figures 1-4. The on-shell point 

is given by the dots in each panel. Clearly, in all cases, the correction factor is zero 

half off shell. Those correction factors obtained using the original, rank 1 W-matrix 

method[20] are displayed in figure 1 while those obtained with the rank 2 Haberzettl 

formalism[23] are shown in figure 2. It is evident from figure 1 that the original 

W-matrix method gives a very good description of the exact ^-matrices for energies 

up to 100 MeV. Such has been observed previously[22]. Also comparison with the 

corresponding results for E < 100 MeV in figure 2, show that generally they are 

better than the factors obtained using the rank 2 Haberzettl method. This is due to 

the occurance of a new pathology within the lSo channel at first order (rank 2). At 

9 MeV, the on-shell rank 2 W-matrices pass through zero, for the Paris interaction, 

creating a this new pathology. Further investigations have shown this pathology to be 

interaction dependent, occuring for the BonnQ interaction[14], but not the Reid[32]. 

Thus with the Haberzettl scheme one cannot predict where or when, or indeed with 

which interactions, new pathologies may arise. Continuing the comparison to higher 

order, the Haberzettl procedure definitely shows numerical convergence towards the 

exact /-matrices. 

The 'So phase shift passes through zero at an energy of about 232 MeV. Thus a 

pathology will occur in the original W-matrix scheme. That is evident from figure 1. 

Near this energy, the rank 1 method is quite inadequate. But, as shown in figure 2, 

the modified method of Haberzettl. being pathology free, better describes the fully-

off shell /-matrices; albeit, in first order (rank 2). this description is far from optimal. 

By expanding the remainder to higher order, the results displayed in figure 3 
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were obtained. From this it is evident that the Haberzettl separable approximation 

to the complete t matrix improves with rank. For the 'S'o channel ^-matrices of 200 

MeV. the representations at zeroth, first and even second order are quite poor, (they 

coincide with the original (rank 1) and ranks 2 and 3 Haberzeltl approximations). 

But, by increasing one order further, the result improves markedly. Indeed, the rank 

4 result gives an excellent description of the complete f-matrix at 200 MeV. In the 

remaining two panels in figure 3, we show the results obtained at rank 6 and 10. They 

are in almost perfect agreement with the exact fully-off-shell 1SQ i-matrix. 

But for simplicity, the rank of the separation should be kept as low as possible. 

Thus we show, in figure 4, results obtained using the SSM for the 1So channel. Com

parisons with the results given in figures 1 and 2 again show that, for energies below 

100 MeV, the original W-matrix method still gives the best description, although the 

results of the SSM are only slightly inferior. At energies above 100 MeV however, 

the SSM gives a vast improvement in fit in comparison to the other prescriptions. It 

gives very good agreement with the exact results, even at 150 Nit V. At that particular 

energy, it should be noted, the large percentage error for momenta above the on shell 

value is really an anomaly with the correction factors. In this region, the full off-shell 

/ -matrices become small ( approximately 1% of the on-shell results), with the real 

component of the r-matrices passing through zero. Therefore the denominator in 

Eq. ( 2.28) is small in this region. Thus, even though the differences between the 

exact and separable representation values are very small, any such difference is mag

nified greatly by the ratio. This is not unlike the problem encountered by others[36] 

when comparing A'-and ^-matrices and using the Kowalski-Noyes /-ratios[27, 37]. 

But the results between 200 and 250 MeV reveal that, the SSM gives a much better 

approximation to the /.-matrices than does the method of Haberzettl (fig.2). 

The representations of the coupled (3.S'i) channel are displayed in figures 5-8. 
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The ofT-shell discrepancies with the exact f-matrices and found with the original W-

inatrix method (now rank 2), and with Haberzettl's prescription (now rank 4) are 

shown in figures 5 and 6 respectively. Note that there is no pathology now over the 

energy region considered, (namely Eq. ( 2.1) is never satisfied by the Paris phase shifts 

for energies up to 400 MeV), so that the comparison of the approximation using these 

two methods is readily achieved. For energies up to 150 MeV, the Haberzettl method 

gives ofT-shell i-matrices which are superior to those obtained with the original W-

matrix method, but the converse is true at higher energies. However both formalisms 

give at best only adequate descriptions of the exact ^-matrices; especially at the 

higher energies. 

Higher order results obtained using the Haberzettl prescription, are given in figure 

7, and from which it is evident that the original rank 2 result is better than the rank 4 

at 200 MeV. But by going to the next order (rank 6) we obtain a major improvement 

in comparison with the exact values. An increase o f a further order (to rank 8) gives 

an almost perfect description of the r-matrix at this energy and over the momentum 

ranges considered. 

The IV-matrix results (fig. 5) and Haberzettl results (fig. 6) are to be compared 

with the equivalent, rank 4, SSM calculations shown in figure 8. Thereby the SSM 

is observed to give a rank 4 representation of the 3St ^-matrices that is of a better 

quality when compared to the rank 4 Haberzettl method up to 150 MeV. At higher 

energies, the SSM continues to give a good description of the 3 5] t-matrices fully off 

of the energy shell, but one must take it to higher order to achieve the best results of 

all. In fact, the description given by the SSM is a quite acceptable approximation to 

the /-matrix across the energy spectrum to 250 MeV. 

Since the results of all three methods are good at low energies, it is their higher 

energy properties that determine which method is the most appropriate one to use 
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over the whole energy spectrum. Indeed, we have seen that the original W-matrix 

method is flawed at higher energies, due to the presence of a pathology in the 'So 

channel. Across the pathology energy, however, botli the Habcrzettl and SSM pre

scriptions do not diverge off of the energy shell. In figures 9 and 10, we show in greater 

detail at this region for the '5o channel, considering energies of 220, 232, 234 and 

240 MeV for the Haberzettl and the SSM results respectively. The rank 1 pathology 

occurs slightly above 232 MeV in the channel. It can been seen from figure 9 that 

the Haberzettl formalism has uo pathology, and there is no noticeable change in the 

quality of the results of this method across the energy span considered. This is also 

the case for the SSM. With the SSM, it is evident that the exact ^-matrices are better 

represented fully off shell. 

It should also be noted that the important off-shell properties of NN t-matrices 

for 3 body calculations are those for off-shell momenta less than the on-shell value[12]. 

Those regions are particularly well described by separable expansions and with low 
t 

rank as well (up to rank 4 usually) which provide results which are of reasonable 

accuracy[12,38]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The original \\'-matrix method has been shown, both here and previously[22], to 

give an extremely good approximation to the fully-off-shell NN ^-matrices and as 

rank 1 (uncoupled) and rank 2 (coupled) separable forms at low energies, while being 

exact on- and half off of the energy shell. But the method is inherently flawed, in 

that if the phase (or on-shell determinant) pass through zero, a pathology exists. 

Herein, we considered two methods, both of which are able to alleviate the prob

lems of such pathologies. The first is the Haberzettl prescription which we have 

extended to coupled channels. Although it is impossible in this scheme to elim-
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iuate completely all the sources of pathologies, since a singularity occurs at any 

rank N when W{N~l\k,k; E) = 0 (for coupled channels, at any rank 2N when 

dctXVlN~l)(k, k; E) = 0), our numerical study within a realistic NN force shows 

that, with increasing rank (up to 8 for the S-states) this method gives an excellent 

description of the exact fully-ofT-shell results in both coupled and uncoupled chan

nels. If any new off-shell singularity arises at a given rank, by increasing the rank of 

one the problem may be possibly overcome. 

The second method, the SSM, was based upon selective summations of compo

nents of a Sturmian expansion of the reactance matrices. The selection was made 

so that the attractive Sturmians (positive components in the separable expansion) 

and the repulsive Sturmians (negative components in the separable expansion) sep

arate. The original W-matrix procedure was then applied independently to each 

term. Therewith no pathology occurs as these two non-zero summations must cancel 

identically, to produce null on-shell r-matrices. This scheme leads to rank 2 (rank 4) 

separable approximation of the /-matrices for uncoupled (coupled) channels, which 

nevertheless remain exact on- and half off of the energy shell. The method describes 

remarkably well the fully off-shell properties of the /-matrices up to quite high ener

gies (at, least, 250) MeV, while keeping the rank of the separation as low as possible 

in order to be used in three or more body calculations. 

APPENDIX A: INVESTIGATIONS OF THE COMPLEX CONJUGATE PAIRS (CCP) 

To evaluate stationary Sturmians we use the generalized eigenvalue problem 

£ r<MlUl?(p,q)<t>l,%;E) = ̂ P(E)Y: r<?dqVu(p,q)4!!?(r,E), 
I Jo i Jo 

(Al) 

and the integrals in the semi-infinite interval [0, -oo] are found numerically using a 
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standard Gauss Laguerre N-point quadrature formula[39] with which Bq. ( Al) is 

transformed into a generalized 2A' x IN matrix eigenvalue problem 

E U , P , , « p = ^ , E V 1 J a J „ (A2) 
1=1 J = l 

where 

«,.. = *(>-Ar,tt-o-iV)^?(t(i-Ar), E) ifj > N, (A3) 

and kj and w} are the points and weights of the quadrature formula. 

The matrices U' ' and V are real and symmetric. Then if V is non singular and 

positive (or negative) definite, the generalized eigenvalues are real and finite. Unfor

tunately, with realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials the matrix V is not sign definite 

and therefore the generalized spectrum of Eq. ( A2) contains complex, conjugate 

pairs (CCP) of eigenvalues (and associated eigenvectors). Also if the matrix V is 

singular, infinite-type eigenvalues may occur in the spectrum, and in the extreme 

situation where U < P ) and V share the same null space, Eq. ( Al) holds for any value 

of Tjlp) when the eigenvector of component aja belongs to the null space. 

The same equation holds for negative energies, where stationary Sturmians coin

cide with Weinberg's outgoing Sturmians, and their eigenvalues are known to be real 

in spite of the fact that V is not sign definite. It can be shown that the states |x > 

have to satisfy an equivalent generalized equation of the type: 

G(E)VG(E) |v, > = t,,(E)G(E)\X, > (A4) 

where for E < 0 no singularity occurs. Both the matrices are real and symmetric and 

for E < 0 G(E) is clearly negative definite, therefore the eigenvalues are real. This 

reasoning does not apply for E > 0, whence CCP may appear. 
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To stuJy the nature of CCP's we considered as an example the generalized sta-

tionary spectrum for the lS0 Reid soft core(32] potential. At 50 and 90 MeV (in the 

centre of mass system) all the eigenvalues are real. At 70 MeV a CCP appears with 

the value (—0.29 ± t'0.021), which is quite stable from the numerical point of view 

changing little with variation of the grid points or of the energy around 70 MeV. 

That CCP disappears between 77 and 78 Mev being replaced, at 78 MeV, by two 

real eigenvalues. These two real eigenvalues are quite close to each other and are 

comparable with the real part of the 77 MeV CCP. Thus it seems unlikely that the 

CCP originated from round-off errors due to numerical approximations. Rather it is 

something really characteristic of the spectrum.[40] 

An additional example, a special interaction previously studied[21] was consid

ered. With this potential the stationary Sturmians are analytically calculable. The 

states \ , (p; E) may indeed be written as 

V»(P; E) = tiiax,,{E)ux{p) + q*a2,3{E)u2(p) (A5) 

where the two components, t,i are defined in the reference[2l], and the two energy 

dependent coefficients OiiS are solutions of the real non symmetric standard 2 x 2 

eigenvalue problem 

£ C'V-'a,, = ,<">«,., (A6) 
]=\, 

Here, G< p \ , = tjt] - P„, where PtJ is given by Eq. ( 3.2) of reference^ 1] (Eq. ( 3.5) 

lo; negative energies). 

The result is that a complex conjugated pair appears in the spectrum when the 

on shell momentum (k) is m the range [0.26-0.29] fm~l. Outside of that range, and 

for E < 0, the two eigenvalues are real. Since the two eigenvalues are the roots of a 

secular equation of / / grade, at the extremity of the interval, the two real eigenvalues 
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arc degenerate. From this we see that CCP's may result only if the potential has an 

attractive plus repulsive nature, in agreement with the general theorem for generalized 

eigenvalue problems. 

Their definition complete, it remains now to specify the criterion by which these 

CCP's are split into the + and — subspaces. Given that one can define a C C P in the 

A'-matrix expansion as 

AS?(M;i) = - I x f f W ? + {xirWE?}'], (A7) 
where 

ft = [f(l-f)l-, (A8) 

we can also define 

Hi = <r, + tTi (A9) 

anc 

x!,? = A.- + w..-- ( A 1 °) 
Evaluating the modulus of the numerator in Eq. ( 3.13) 

i^i-^rw, (AID 
it, can be shown that 

rt = H + T? 
/T = -H + Ti- < A 1 2 ) 

Similarly, we define 

xtj = a i 7 . . / + *%9H 

\~,\ = "7 fu + «i g,.i (A13) 
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where the a's define real coefficients 

.+ _ 1 ^ 
* + T? + *i 

a, = 

a, = 

+ -r, y/y/oj + r?-* 

r, \A/"? + T* + * 
a j = ' , V V . (A14) 

v̂ |r,l ^y^T^ 
So we can now redefine Eq. ( A7) as 

Ktf(k,k;i) = - 2 x { x , V \ k + x,-/i,-Xi:,-}, (A15) 

where the term Kf£p(k,k;i) splits into two purely real contributions. The first con

tribution —2 x xt.iPtXri n a s t o be added to I\^,(k,k), and the second to K^,(k,k), 

completely solving the problems of having complex conjugated pairs in the Sturmian 

Splitting Method. 
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FIGURES 

FIG. 1. Contour plots of the correction factor to the original rank 1 W-matrix sepa

rable approximation for the (Paris interaction) '50 i-matrices at a variety of lab. energies. 

The contours shown are 5%, 10%, 15% and 25%. 

FIG. 2. As for figure 1 but for the Haberzettl separable approximation of rank 2 

FIG. 3. Contour plots of the correction factor to the separable approximation for the 

Maberzettl method at rank 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 10 for the (Paris interaction) 1So ^-matrices at 

a lab energy of 200 MeV. 

FIG. 4. As for figure 1 but for the SSM separable approximation of rank 2 

FIG. 5. As for figure 1 but for the original rank 2 W-matrix separable approximation 

for 3 5 i channel 

FIG. 6. As for figure 5 but for the Haberzettl separable approximation of rank 4 

FIG. 7. Contour plots of the correction factor to the separable approximation for the 

llaberzettl method at rank 2, 4, 6 and 8 for the (Paris interaction) 3 5 i i-matrices at a lab 

energy of 200 MeV. 
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FIG. 8. As for figure 5 but for the SSM separable approximation of rank 4 

FIG. 9. Contour plots of the correction factor to the rank 2 separable approximation 

of Habcrzetti for the lS0 i-matrires at laboratory energies of 220, 232, 234 and 240 MeV. 

FIG. 10. As for figure 9 but for the rank 2 SSM separable approximation 
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